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you have to play tomb raider pc game as a character of lara croft which is searching for dagger of
xian. she is the person who understands all of the weapons and strategies to solve mysteries. this is

the best game of the entire year. it gets places and the real maps predicated on real world. this
game is, in addition, well-known among archaeologists. due to this character is about the best part

as well as archaeology is shield them from the bad guys and to find them. there are numerous
puzzles and enigmas that you will like. its all about the myth of an aisle. so this game is not only
about the island but also another myth that thors powerful hammer is on that island. thor is the

character of marvel comics and is also called a god of thunder. so before the bad guys find it she is
after it and need to locate it. lara is taken to a room, where she is addressed by the woman who

captured her, introducing herself as unaratu. she the rightful queen of paititi. she asks what lara is
doing, and lara truthfully tells her that she is seeking the silver box of ix chel, in order to stop trinity
from seizing the power to remake the world. unuratu allows lara to attempt to find the box, though
she reveals that they have also captured jonah, and insists he stay in case lara is lying. she offers

lara a change of clothes allowing her to blend in, and leads her through the town to the entrance to
the sacrificial chamber. in town they encounter a small procession, for unuratu's challenger to the

throne, amaru. lara is shocked to discover that it's none other than doctor dominguez.
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the fifth pack will arrive in february which includes a dungeon set to include an optional boss
encounter, the diadem upgrade, and the collector's edition outfit that makes lara's artifact weapons
more powerful. the sixth pack will arrive march which will include the gathering stone upgrade, the
relic hunter outfit that gives lara's weapons greater enhancement power, the lydia's legacy outfit,

and the knight's outfit. the seventh pack will arrive in april which includes the zepheniah armor that
gives lara's attacks increased defense, the annihilator upgrade that gives lara's weapons increased
enhancement power, and the ranger's halo outfit. in addition to the seven new packs, a patch has
also been released for the tomb raider: the last revelation expansion on ps4 and xbox one, which

also includes some content from the main game. it includes 10 new multiplayer modes, a revamped
campaign, some major upgrades to weapons and abilities, the kitezh codex outfit that gives lara's
artifact weapons increased enhancement power, as well as new abilites for her main character's

specializations that were introduced in rise of the tomb raider. shadow of the tomb raider includes
many new elements such as the ability to free run, a new upgrade system, puzzles, and a longer

story. shadow of the tomb raider will have exclusive covers for playstation 4, xbox one, and pc. for
the xbox one, the game will also have a reduced price of $39.99. furthermore, the game is rated m

for mature by the esrb due to the blood and gore, male nudity and violence. 5ec8ef588b
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